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it's more than just
a business, it's a
passion project



We're more than just a direct sales company. 
 

We are a professional rooted beauty brand that went
into direct sales so that makeup artists could have

another source of income. 
 

 We've had collabs with Danessa Myricks, James
Vincent, Lottie, Aly Raisman, and Rebecca Minkoff

to name a few.
 

Our products have been on Netflix shows, used by
celebrity makeup artists like Mario (Kim K's makeup
artist), and the formula is proclaimed to be the best

foundation in the world for the last 50 years by
Wayne Goss, a world renowned makeup artist! 



What's in your skincare, matters.
 

Our skincare line was created to provide safe,
affordable skincare in a world where most skincare on

the shelves is full of toxins. 
 

Because of the loss of a best friend, where doctors
thought the illness could be linked to toxins in beauty
products, our CEO became adamant about adding a

skincare line to the brand.
 

 Now, we have a chemist that travels the world to
find the best ingredients possible for products that not

only are safe and environmentally sustainable, but
actually work. 



Vincent Kehoe, creator of the RCMA formula.
 

There are several things that set our formula apart from
others. One of the biggest things is our versatility – you can

wear RCMA every day or on the red carpet. RCMA was
also one of the first makeup companies to use a very high
pigmentation in their formula. Vincent created it that way

for a reason, because you can use very little product to cover
the face and it looks much more like natural skin. When

other products have less pigment, you add layer after layer
and it can begin to look cakey.

 
LimeLife's partnership with Vincent's family is what allows

us to retail this formula. Only now, we have made it
paraben-free. 



Our partnerships are what set us apart. 
 

We didn't just a grab a manufacturer. We grabbed THE
manufacturers.

 
Skindinavia

Kryolan
Christian Dior/Visiora

RCMA
 

These are just a few. This is what makes our products the
best. In a world where direct sales is often thought of as

icky, THIS is why we have so many highly reputable people
who stand behind our brand.
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What does this mean for you? 
 

MORE COMMISSION
MORE PROMOTIONS

MORE 2BE'S FOR OUR STORE
MORE MERCH CREDIT

EVEN FASTER FAST START
MORE TO CELEBRATE



Join now and receive...
 

CASH BACK
PRODUCT CREDIT

FAST START BONUS
COMMISSIONS





get started


